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Protection in the railway sector
Safety on board trains



High number of passengers.
Large number of trains.
Lack of security procedures and strict controls on passengers (compared to
airports).
Wide extension of the railway route.
Looking for a safe travel experience.
Need to protect continuity of service from damage and blockages.

SAFETY FOR STATIONS AND TRAINS

Railway stations and trains are experiencing increasing demand
security due to:

Railways are important national critical infrastructures and a
possible target for terrorist actions.

How to increase security?



Abandoned objects (emergency exits, open spaces)
Removed items (theft of materials or equipment)
Vandalism
Access to restricted areas
Smoke
Presence of obstacles or people on the grounds
Panic situations
Presence of weapons (guns, knives)

ACTIVE SAFETY PLATFORM
Colibrì transforms the standard system into a
INTELLIGENT SYSTEM

Colibrì's advanced video analysis algorithms are able to detect:

Video recordings allow for post-analysis detection of suspicious persons.



Colibrì RW fanless server
Passenger counting sensors
Certified CCTV cameras

COLIBRÌ RW SOLUTION
Colibrì Video Insight has engineered a specific
and certified solution for video surveillance on
board the train



Fanless "zero maintenance" server.
High reliability in hostile environments with extended temperature range (up to + 75 °
C).
Gigabit Ethernet, wireless and cellular (LTE) connection available.
Quick disc removal of recordings for post-analysis or evidence gathering.
Integration into the infotainment system to "show" safety as a deterrent.
System management without the need for personnel on board (updates, diagnostics,
export of tests).
Dynamic watermark on recordings to match events with GPS location and train stop.
Protected from power outages.
CE EN50121-3-2 certification.
EN 50155 fanless server certification (Clause 12.2.7 & 12.2.8).

COLIBRI RW
Certified Server for Railways



Fire systems (stations, tunnels)
Alarm systems (train depots)
Passenger count

Facial recognition
Recognition of plates and codes

INTEGRATION PLATFORM

- Integration of sensors to achieve
an overall security framework

- Integration of technologies to support activities of
prevention and investigation



Real-time control of the situation on board the train.
Immediate retrieval of video footage for post-analysis.
Remote support for cabin crew.
Useful data for emergency rescue teams.
Coordination with law enforcement to intercept suspects.

CONTROL UNIT
The data and videos collected on the trains are received and
aggregated remotely by a control center



Chooses Colibrì Security Platform


